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Extended abstract

In recent years, the proliferation of misinformation and propaganda campaigns on social media around elections and key political events has been recognized as an important threat to democracy internationally. Researchers have attempted to measure the reach of and engagement with such campaigns on social media [3, 7]. However, measuring the influence of online misinformation on actual election outcomes remains a challenge, as it requires more data than social media companies typically make externally available [2, 5].

To help address this problem, we propose here a hierarchical typology of social media data, encoding the usefulness of each type of data for measuring the influence of online misinformation on actual election behavior (Figure 1). For each type of data, we also present how accessible social media platforms make it to external researchers.

The typology orders data in Levels from 0 to 4, going from less to more useful for measuring the influence of misinformation. Level 0 corresponds to data on misinformation content on social media, e.g. posts or ads. This may indicate an attempt to influence elections, but on its own does not indicate whether this attempt succeeded. For that, one needs to know that social media users were exposed to this misinformation (Level 1), and/or that out of those, some engaged with it (Level 2). But engagement with misinformation does not guarantee it will change one’s election behavior – for that to be investigated, one needs data on the actual election behavior (Level 3), and, to isolate the influence (causal effect) of this misinformation, one generally also needs to account for other relevant causes of the election behavior (Level 4) [5, 6]. Social media platforms have internal data on all levels, particularly for Levels 0-2 (3 stars in Figure 1), but often also for Levels 3 and 4 to some extent (2 stars) [1]. They make externally available some data from Level 0 and 2 (1-2 stars), but generally not from Level 1 (exposure data, e.g. who or how many people viewed a post), and not from Levels 3 and 4.

We illustrate this typology further by drawing upon our findings from an analysis of the Russian Internet Research Agency’s (IRA) social media campaign targeting US voters around the 2016 US presidential elections [4]. For this we used public and non-public data (“Special Data” column in Figure 1) from social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube), containing posts and ads, with aggregate engagement numbers. This analysis contributes novel insights, including that the IRA’s campaign was very extensive (millions of tweets, tens of thousands of Facebook and Instagram posts), and had very wide reach (e.g. more than 189 million Instagram likes and comments in 2013-2018). It was strategically focused on key divisive issues (e.g. immigration, race), and often targeted users based on their interests in these, as well as their demographics and location. We also found large spikes in IRA activity around key political events like candidate debates, and that activities continued and often rose even after the election, in 2017. This special data spanned many years (2012-2018), included some
exposure data (Level 1) for Facebook ads only, and covered all public IRA accounts detected by the platforms – data that would not have been accessible through the platforms’ public APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Types of Data</th>
<th>Public API Data</th>
<th>Special Data</th>
<th>Internal Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Election behavior + other causes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Election behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐⭐⭐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐⭐⭐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Misinformation campaign posts, accounts, ads</td>
<td>⭐⭐⭐⭐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Hierarchical typology of social media data, in terms of their usefulness for measuring the influence of online misinformation on election behavior (0: low, 4: high), along with their accessibility (public, special, internal data). The number of stars is proportional to the quality and quantity of the data.

Going forward, given that the platforms’ provision of special data enabled crucial conclusions to be reached on the IRA’s activities and reach across platforms over time, continuing and expanding external researchers’ access to such previously internal data would have immense benefits for deepening our understanding of online misinformation campaigns. One avenue worth pursuing is offering further data on user exposure to misinformation (Level 1), to get a fuller picture of how many people were exposed to misinformation, even if they did not actively engage with it. Further, data on the demographics (e.g. location, age, race) of those who were exposed to and/or who engaged with IRA content would help determine whether the IRA succeeded in actually reaching target demographics, particularly in key swing states.

And in order to get closer to measuring the influence of misinformation campaigns on actual election behavior and outcomes, researches would need platforms to also share data from Levels 3 and 4. This would help answer questions such as e.g. what was the effect of IRA social media content on whether one voted (or not) in the 2016 US presidential elections? For this, one does not only need voting records (Level 3), but also data on other causes of voting behavior (Level 4) such as race, location, and interests (attributes that the IRA often used to target social media users, as we found), so as to isolate the influence of IRA content.
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